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DESIGN FOR A THREE-HIHGED REINFORCED CONCRETE ARCH .
The object of this thesis v;as to design a three-
hinged reinforced concrete arch bridge which would be suitable
for some particular place. The site vrhich was selected is about
one-half mile north of Nahomet, Illinois, at a place where the
Sangamon River is crossed by a public highv/ay. At this point
there is at present an iron bridge of the bow string type having
one 100-foot span 9.nd two 75-foot spans,
DETERIUNATION OF WATER WAY.
It was first necessary to determine the water way
required. To do this inquiry was made concerning the height of
high water imder the present bridge. The water level of the
highest water was said to have been about two feet below the
floor of the old bridge. This level was marked on a cross-section
of the stream at the bridge site and the water area thus obtained
was determined by measuring the ordinates included between the
high water line and the ground line. The area thus obtained was
3880 sq. ft. To check this result the drainage area above the
bridge was estimated from county and state maps and the water vray
required v/as computed by Talbot's formula which is,
I Uiuq ^
.—
Area of v/ater way in sq. ft. = c Y\ Drainage area in acres)
in which c is a constant depending on the character of the basin
drained, "For rolling agricultural country subject to floods at
times of melting snow, and with the length of the valley three
or four times its vridth, c is about 1/3." (See Baker's 1,'asonry
Construction, p. 395.) As this describes the area above the
bridge site c v/as cliosen as l/s. The drainage area was found to
be about 360 sq. mi'^ es = 230,400 acres. Then,
1-/
Water way =: 1/3 \/(230,400)^ = 3500 sq. ft.
From the above result it v/as concluded that a water
vmy of 3800 sq. ft. would be sufficient.
SELECTION OF DIMENSIONS FOR BRIDGE.
The next step was the selection of dimensions for the
bridge. It was first thought best to have the elevation of the
floor of the new bridge the same as that of the present one. With
this in mind arches of 75-foot span, the intrados of each of
which was an arc of a circle, were drawn on the profile of the
cross-section of the stream and it was found that four arches
would be required to give the necessary v/ater way. This design
was unsatisfactory because it would have required too long and
too expensive a bridge. By raising the floor elevation seven
feet and by using three arches of 82- foot span and 11, 8- foot rise
the necessary water way was secured and the total length of the
bridge required would be nearly the same as that of the present
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structure. These dimensions were adopted for the design.
PRFT.iriTTARY DT-ISTCT'IS .
FIRST TRIAL ARCH.
The next step vf&s the design of a three-hinged rein-
forced concrete arch of 82- foot span and 11.8-foot rise, A cir-
cular arch was first asr.umed having a radial depth of one foot
six inches at the crown and three feet at tlie skewbacks. These
dimensions are about the same as those of a reinforced concrete
at Grand Rapids, Mich. ft,
arch^which has a span of BS^and a rise of 11 feet 7 inches, the
description of which is given in the Michigan Engineer for 1905.
A longitudinal section of the proposed arch was dravm
to a scale of 1 inch = 4 feet^ and the half arch and superincum-
bent earth was divided into 7 sections as shown in Plate I, The
v/eight of earth and concrete for a section one foot in width was
computed from dimensions scaled from the drawing. Earth was as-
sumed to weigh 100 lb. per cu. ft, and concrete 150 lb, per cu-,
ft. Since the arch is three hinged there will be no bending mom-
ent at the center of the arch nor at the skewbacks, so the hor-
izontal and vertical components of the reactions can be deter-
mined by taking moments about the hinges.
Assuming the thickness of the earth filling above the
crown to be six inches, the total weight of earth and concrete
for one-half of the arch was found to be 30,650 lb. v/hich is equal
Vd
to the vertical component ;,5,of the dead load reaction at the skew-
bo.cks. . The cen^e-T-^o section was assumed to be at
the middle of the section. T/hile this is not strictly true it
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Si
is close enough for the preliminary examination. The distance
of these centres of gravity from the vertical line through the
hinge at the abutment is given in the column marked X in Table I,
Let W = the total weight of earth and concrete in a section
V/x = the moment of W about the skewback hinge
^VIx = sum of these moments '
= the horizontal thrust due to dead load
fvry
Then, H, = —— since 11.8 feet is the rise of the arch.
11.8
So, for this arch, = -^^'q =
^'^l];'^^
- 37800 lb.
The line of pressure of these forces \Yas dravm by I
laying out the funicular polygon for the loads obtained, (if the
fimicular polygon is started through one hinpe it should pass
through the other, thus giving a check on the v/ork). (See Plate
The center line of the arch was next shifted to coincide with
j
the line of pressure, as nearly ae possible, so that there v7ould
be no bending moment in the arch due to the dead load. The re-
quired radial depth at a number of sections was then determined
as follows. The live load was assumed as 100 lb. per sq. ft. or
6000 lb. concentrated load, 6000 lb. being the concentrated load
which will produce about the same bending moment in any one foot
section as a fifteen-ton steam roller having axles 11 feet apart
with 6 tons on the fonvard roller, four feet wide and 4 1/2 tons
on each of two rear rollers 5 feet between centers and 20 inches
wide
,
The center of gravity of the uniform load over the
half arch is 20.5 feet from the skevfback hinge so the horizontal
thrust due to this loading.
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H ^ =.4100_xJ20^ ^ 7100 1b.
11.8
And the vertical component of the reaction, V,, -, = 4100 lb.
Adding these to the corresponding values for the dead load,
H = H + H ^ = 37800-h 7100 = 44900 lb.
d u.l
.
V =
'^a'^^u.l, ~ 30630 + 4100 = 34730 lb,
R = /e^+~V^ = /(44900)^-h (34730)^ = 56800 lb.
in which R is the resultant a.t the skewback.
Taking the concentrated load at the crowi^in which
position it viill produce the greatest thrust,
= 3000 lb.
c . J- .
4SV 42 X 3000
-.^^o^ ^n-
"c.l. =1178-= TO = 10680 1b.
H = H,-f H , = 37800
-f 10680 = 48480 lb.d c.l.
V = V , + V ^ = 30630 + 3000 = 33630 lb.
ci c . i
.
R = i (48480)2+ (33630)2 = 59000 lb.
The maximum pressure v/hich most bridge specifications
allow on masonry i;mder plates is 250 lb. per sq. in. This limit
was used for the pressure of the hinge plates upon the concrete.
The thickness required at the crown to fulfil this condition
48480
would be = 16,15 inches. The required thickness at
12 X 250
59000
the skewbacks would be = 19,7 inches.
12 X 250
This arch was therefore heavier than required. In reducing the
weight of the arch the required thickness is also reduced so a
thickness of 14 inches at the crown and 18 inches at the skew-
backs was next assumed. The thickness required at the point of
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maximum moment was then determined. Since the design intends to
practically eliminate dead load moment the moment considered was
that due to the concentrated load of 6000 lb.
Calling the bending rr.oment which produces compression
at the extrados of the arch positive and that which produces
tension negative, the position of the load v;-hich produces the
maximum positive moment will be nearly at the quarter points and
the maximum moment will be under the load. For the live load in
that position,
V = 4500 lb.
„ _ 41 V - 6000 X 20,5 _ 41 x 4500 - 6000 x SO.
5
^ TTTs TTTs" '
~
= 5340 lb.
At this point the line of pressure for dead load and
therefore the center line of the arch is about 9,7 feet above a
horizontal line through the skewback hinges. The maximum pos-
itive moment will therefore be
+ M = 4500 X 20.5 - 5540 x 9,7 = 92400 - 51800 = 40600 lb,'
ft. = 487200 lb,-in.
The maximum negative bonding moment will occur when
the concentrated load is at the crovm, R,nd will be at the point
where the lino of pressure and therefore the center line of the
arch, deviates most from a straight line through the crovm and
skewback hinges, since this line represents the direction of the
reaction due to the concentrated load alone. By scaling from the
drawing this v/as found to be at a point 185 feet from the skew-
back where the line of pressure is 9,3 feet above the horizontal
through the skev/back hinge.

By the same method of computation as used before,
V = 3000 lb. H = 10680 lb.
M = 3000 X 19.5 - 10680 x 4.3 = -44000 lb. ft. =
I
= - 528000 lb. in.
Therefore the maximum thickness of the arch is re-
quired at a point about 18.5 feet from the shrev/baxk hinges. To
determine the position of the neutral axis the following formula,
given in Taylor and Thompson's Joncrote Plain and Reinforced,
p. 564, ?raG used.
X = /2r(p4-p»a)+ r^(p-hp' )^ - r(p + p»)
where x = ratio of depth of neutral axis to depth of steel in
tension, '
r = ratio of modulus of elasticity of steel to mod-
ulus of elasticity of concrete.
p* = ratio of cross section of steel in compression to
to cross section of beam between steel in tension
and outer fiber in compression,
p = ratio of cross section of steel in tension to same
cross section of concrete.
a = ratio of depth of steel in compression. ^
It was assumed that the reinforcement would be 1/4 of one percent
on each side of the neutral axis and r was assumed as 20, This
gave, p = .0025 p» = .0025 a = 1/12
;
X = .24 or say 1/4 which is the value used,
|
The following formulas are also given by the author-
ity above mentioned,
;
M = Cbd2||(l -^)H-£Plil^^.|ii^^
I
M = Sbd'2 j^pd - a) - (orU^- x))(f - a)]
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in which M = moment of resistance in lb. in,
C = compression in concrete in lb, per sq. in.
S = stress in steel in tension lb, per sq. in,
b = width of section (12 inches for this case)
d = depth of section below steel in inches.
Substituting in the above formulas.
M = 12 Cd' i(l
-4o) 20 X .0025 x-~ X ii- X 48 o 12
C =
1.741 Cd^
- M
1.741 d2
= 12 Sd^ 00^5 X— .0^55 (J^~-L.)
•
OO.b 40 X IIT ^T2 12 ^
.0275 Sd^
M
.0275 d2
Assuming d = 26 inches the thickness of the arch would be 28
inches for which values
^28000
C = - - . - = 448 lb. per sq. in. compression
1,741 X (26)
in extreme fiber of concrete, due to bending moment. The direct
3870
dead load stress = 38700 lb. or
-j^g x 28 ~ '
The total compressive stress therefore Vv'ould be
448 + 115 = 563 lb, per sq. in. which is excessive since the
allowable compressive stress in concrete is 500 lb, per sq, in.
Assuming d = 28 in, the thickness would be 30 in, for which
values C = f 741^x^^23" )
2
- P®^ compression.
^ ^o/v^v j^QQ j-j^^ pgj^ gq^^ ^j^^ direct compression in12 X 30
concrete
.
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The total compressive stress would be 387
-H 108 = 495 lb. per
sq, in. This stress is due to the live load bending stress and
the dead load direct stress. The live load direct stress was
about 15 lb, per sq, in, but v^as neglected because the direct
stress due to dead load is greater than it will be after the sec-
tion is reduced and is probably more than it v/ill be for the di-
stresses
rect dead and live load^^v/hen the section is revised.
M = ,0275 Sd^ S =
g _ 528000
,0275 d^
—
r^n'^r fn^X^ = 24400 lb, per sq. in, tension
in steel due to bending moment.
But under the assumption that the neutral axis is
that
above the middle of the section, and^there is no tension in con-
crete, more than l/2 the direct stress will tend to compress the
steel that is in tension, or more than - v"^'^'-' ... = 19850 lb, tends
to put compression in steel,
,0025 X 12 X 28 = ,84 sq, in, of steel in tension
19850
= 23600 lb, per sq, in, compression in steel due
,84
to direct stress,
24400 - 23600 = 800 lb, per sq. in, tension in steel.
The steel seemed, therefore, to be excessive but if
the percent of steel be farther reduced it will make the neutral
axis move further from the steel and will require a heavier sec-
tion. It did not seem advisable to allow the neutral axis to
move further from the tension side so a section of 30 inches in
depth was chosen for the point 18.5 feet from the skewback hinge
for the next trial arch to be investigated.
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SECOND TPTAT, AROH.
An arch was next dravm having a thickness of 14
inches at the crown, 30 inches at the quarter points and 16 in-
ches at the skewbacks. These dimensions were laid out on the
drawing and a three-centered intrados and extrados vrere drawn
in such a manner as to keep the center line close to the line of
pressure. The earth was assumed one foot above the croYm. on this
arch instead of 6 inches as in the first arch. This arch v/-as
then drawn on another plate (Plate 2) and together with the super
incumbant earth it was divided into sections in the same manner
as the first arch. The center of gravity of each section was
then determined graphically^ considering the earth and concrete
to form one homogenous mass. This is not strictly true but will
not affect the line of action of the forces to any appreciable
amount. Then the distances of these centers of gravity from the
skewbacks were measured. These are the moment arms of the forces
W and are marked X in the table, YJX was next computed and SWX
found as for the previous arch. The new line of pressure was
then placed on the drawing.
The dead load moment at section 18.5 feet from the
skewback hinge T/as next computed. In order to do this the dis-
through
tance from a horizontal a the skewback hinges to the center
of the section was m.easured. This was found to be 9.3 feet and
is the moment arm of H about that section.
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= 18,5 V - 9,3 H - ^wx where x is the moment arm
of each of the weights to the loft of the section and w is the
corresponding weight,
= 18.3 X 28300 - 9.3 x 34600 - (3930 x 16.85 -f-
3795 X 13.8 + 5350 x 9.95 -h 4325 x 5.0)
= 517000 - 322000 - (66200 + 52400 + 53200 + 21600)
= +1600 lb. ft. = 19200 lb.- in.
To determine the live load moment, let the horizontal distance
from the skew to any section be (a) and the vertical distance
from a horizontal through the skewback hinges to the center of
the section be called (b). Then for a concentrated live load of
6000 lb, at any point a feet from the skewback hinge the maximum
positive moment will occur under the load and
„ 6000(82 - a) , ,
^c^l^
=- 02 ~ = 6000 - 73.15 a. (l)
73.15 X 42 a oc;., r
. n\
Hf> T = = 254.5 a. ^2)
11.8
'*'^c.l. - Va - Hb = 6000 a - 73.15 a^ - 2545 ab. (3)
Investigation of section 18,3 feet from Skewback .
a = 18.3 b = 9,3by scaling from drav/ing
= 6000 X 18.3 + 73.15 x (18.3)^ - 254.5 x 9.3 x 18.3
= -1-42000 lb. ft. =-h 504000 lb. in.
M =-1-504000 + 19000 =+-523000 lb. in.
The maximum negative moment will occur when the con-
centrated load of 6000 lb, is at the crown.

V = 3000 lb. E = 10680 lb.
Ml = Va - Kb = 5000 x 18.3 - 10680 x 9.3 -44300 lb. ft.
= -531000 lb. in.
- M = 531000
-H 19000 = - 51200 lb. in. which is the maximum
negative, bending moment at the section considered. Therefore
the maximum bending moment in the section is 4- 523000 lb. in.
iz"
*l The section is 30 inches deep and
f- rocks
^"roune/ radt
reinforced as shown in figure,
28 X 12 = 336 sq. in. of concrete
above steel,
.0025 X 336 = .84 sq. in. of
steel required for each foot of
width of arch. Using two 3/4—inch
round rods leaving an area of 0,44
sq. inches in each side of section.
0.88
_
336
= .00262 = proportion of steel = p = p»
According to Taylor and Thompson,
2
a = .068.
= ^2 X 20(, 00262 + .00267 x .069) + (20)^ (.00264 + ,0062)^'
20{. 00262 -^ .00262)
M = 12 X (28)
M 525000 _ ^^^^
l2i£(l _ .546^ 20 X .00262(.246 - .069)(l~ .069
2 Z ^
.246
C =
1390 1590
375 lb. per sq. in, compression in extreme
fiber of concrete due to bending moment.
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The Direct Stress in the Section,
The vertical component of the direct stress, or the
vertical shear v, in the section is equal to the vertical compon-
C>
"
ent of the left section V minus the loads to the left of the
section,
= 28300
= 6000 - 73.15 a (See equation 1)
V = 28300 + 4660 = 32960 lb.
The loads to left of section are,
3930 + 3795 + 3350 4- 4325 -hl/2 X 3425 = 19112
V = 32960 - 19112 = 13848 or 13850 lb.
The horizontal component, h, of the direct stress in the section
is equal to the dead load horizontal thrust ^H^^ plus the live load
thrust (h]^,
h =
-f- = 34600 "h 4660 = 39260,
The resultant direct compression D = \/v^ 4- h^
D = i 13850)'^ + (39260)^ = 41600 lb
41600
12 X 30
715 lb, per sq. in. compression due to direct
stress,
375 4- 115 = 490 lb, per sq, in, maximum compression
in concrete.
M = S X 12 X ^28)' ,00262(1-. 069)- bi^tf$f^46 ) |.
g4S - .069
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— = 9400 .00262 x .931 - 45 ^ .754 " ^
'^^^J
= 9400(.00244 - .000025) = 9400 x .00241 = 22.65
S =
^
-M,
-
=• - = 25000 lb. per sq. in. tension in steel
22.65 22, ou
due to bending moment.
But under the assumption that the neutral axis is
above the middle of the section, more than 1/2 the direct stress
will tend to compress the steel that is in tension or more than
= 20800 lb. tends to compress this steel. But ^^qq^ =
23600 lb, per sq. in. compression in steel which shows that the
neutral axis will not rise so high. But if the neutral axis is
nearer the tension side the tension in the steel will be greater
than indicated. Suppose that x should become as large as 0,5
and for simplicity assume the center of the compressive force in
the steel in compression to be at the center of compressive for-
ces in the concrete, which is on the safe side. Then taking mom-
ents about this center of compressive forces, the moment arm of
the steel in tension equals 5/6 d and M = 5/6 bd'^S or
S = 1.2- 1^pbd^"
Here S
= 1.2 x gjf°°%o36 - = "^^^^^ ^^"^ ^"^^ ^"
that case the tension in the steel would be 26700 - 23600 = 3100
lb. per sq. in.
Investigation for Shear.
Vertical depth = 32,4 in.
Vertical area = 388 sq. in,
13850
———
— = 36 lb, per sq, in. shear in concrete,
3Bo
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Investigation of Section 1,45 Feet from Skewback
.
a = 1.45 b = 1.1
= 28300 X 1.45 - 34600 x 1.1 - 1960 xo.65 = 1600 Ib.ft.
-f-M^ = 6000 X 1.45 - 73.15 x(1.45)2 _ 254.5 x 1.45 x 1.1 =
8140 lb. ft.
-M^ = 3000 X 1.45 - 10680 x 1.1 = -7400 lb. ft.
Maximum moment = 8140 + 1600 =+9740 lb. ft. = + 117000 lb. in.
Assuming section 19 inches deep,
° " 628 " ^^628^ = lb. per sq. in.
h = 34600 + 2{^„|.5 x 1.45 = 34969
7 = 28300 + 60U0 - 73.15 x 1.45 - 1/2 x 3950 = 32230 lb.
D = V(35000)^ -V- (32000)^ = 47500 lb.
•to'^^^ n^ ~ 1^* P®^ direct stress.l<j X JL9
208 + 186 = 394 lb. per sq. in. total.
Investip!;ation of Section 4,5 Feet from Skewback ^
a = 4.5 b = 5.25
= 28300 X 4.5 - 34600 x 3.25 - 3930 x 3.05 - 1/2 x 5795 x .75
= 4- 1100 lb. ft.
+ = 6000 X 4.5 - 73.15 x (45)2 . 254.5 x 4.5 x 3.25
= 27000 - 1495 - 3720 = 21800 lb. ft.
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I
- = 3000 X 4.5 - 10680 x 3.25 = 13500 - 34700 = - 21200
Maximum moment = 21800 +- 1100 = 22900 lb. ft. = 275000 lb. in.
Section is 25 inches deep but assume 24 inches, then,
C = 275000 _ lb. per sq, in. due to bending moment.
921
h = 54600 + 254.5 x 4.5 = 35745 lb.
V = 28300 6000 - 73.15 x 4.5 - 3950 - 1/2 x 3795 = 28144
D = \/( 28100)^ + (35700)^ = 45500 lb.
45500 T,"
l2 X 24 ~ •
215
-Y 158 = 453 lb. per sq. in, total compression,
Investigation of Section 8.45 Feet from Skewback.
a = 8.35 ft. b = 5.5 ft.
depth of section = 50 inches,
= 8.35 X 28300 - 5.5 x 34600 - (3930 x 6.9
-f- 3795 x 3.85)
=1- 4100 lb. ft. = ^ 49200 lb. in.
-V- = 6000 X 8.35 - 73.15 x (8.35)^ - 254.5 x 8.35 x 5.5
= +33350 lb. ft.
33350 -t- 4100 = 37450 lb. ft. = 449500 lb. in. maximum
positive bending moment.
- = 3000 - 8.35 - 10680 x 5.5 = -33650 lb. ft.
ft. = 353500 lb. in.
-33650 + 4100 = -29450 lb. ^ maximum negative bending
moment
.
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Therefore 449000 lb. in. is Tnaximum moment.
C = = = 269 lb. per sq. in. due tol^^'^ 1672
bending moment,
= 28500 lb.
Vt = 6000 - 73.15 X 8.35 = 6000 - 612 = 5388 lb,
V" = 28300 + 5388 = 33688 lb.
= 3930 -f 3795 -t" 1/2^,5350) = 10400 lb.
v = V - = 23288 lb.
= 34600 lb.
= 454.5 X 8.35 = 3800 lb.
h = 34600 -\- 3800 = 38400 lb.
D = V (38400)2 (23288)2 = 48400 lb.
'^^^^^
= 125 lb. per sq. in. compression
12 X 30
due to direct stress.
269 + 125 = 394 lb. per sq. in, total compression.
Since the tensile stress in the steel will be less than in the
previous section it need not be investigated.
Investigation for Shear .
Vertical depth of section = 33.6 in.
Area of vertical section = 33.6 x 12 = 403 sq. in.
23 '^88
— = 58 lb, per sq. in, shear in concrete,
403
Investigation of Section 31 Feet from Skewba_ck
.
a = 31 feet b = 11,4
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= 31 X 28300 - 11.4 x 34600 - (3930 x 29.55
-J- 3795 x 26.5
5350 X 22.65 ^ 4325 x 17.7 ^ 3425 x 12.7 -1- 4650 X 5.5)
= 878000 - 394000 - 116000 - 100800 - 121000 - 76600 -
|
43500 - 25600 = t 500 lb. ft. = + 6000 lb. in.
[
•f-M^ ~ ^'^^^ X 31 - 73.15 X (31)^ - 254.5 x 31 x 11.4
|
= 186000 - 70500 - 89900 =-h25600 lb. ft. =f307200 lb. in.
- = 3000 X 31 - 10680 x 11.4 = -28800 lb. ft. I
Maximum moment at this section is therefore,
+ = 6000 -t- 307200 =+313200 lb. in.
Depth of section = 19 inches
Area of concrete above steel in tension = 17 x 12 = 204 sq.in,
^ = .00431 = p = p»204 ^ ^
a = ^ = .1175
M = C X 12 X vl7)2r^(l -
-1^) + go X .00451( .3 - .118^(1 - .118)
1
2 3 ,30
X = \/2 X 20(.00431 .00431 x .1175) + (20)^(. 00431 +-.00431)^
- 20 V. 00431 -h .00431)
|
= .300 n
1
^-vx —
f= 3470 [.15 X .9 ^-'Q^^^ ^ ^ j
= 3470 (.135 + .0461)
= 3470 X .1311 = 628
° H28 " ^elP " P^'' ^"^^
Thus the allovi^able compressive stress is reached without consid-
the section
ering direct stress and^is therefore too shallow.
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Next a section 22 inches deep was tried.
Area of concrete above lower steel = 12 x 20 = 240
sq. in.
.88
=
.00366 = p = p*
240
a = I-
= 0.1
M
\l2 X 20 (.00566 + .I^x .00366) +• (20)^ ( .00366 -h. 00366)^
- 20(. 00366 +- .00366)
= .281
= X 12(20)2 P-^d - •2®-^) gQ ^ .00566(.2G1 '^Dil^Zj^
|_ 2 3 ,281
= 814
C = —ii- = ^-^'^"^^'^ = 385 lb. per sq. in, due to bending moment,
814 814
= 34600 lb,
= 254.5 X 31 = 7880 lb.
h = 34600 -^- 7880 = 42480 lb.
= 28300 lb.
= 6000 - 73.15 X 31 = 6000 - 2270 = 3770 lb.
V = 28300 -V- 3770 = 32070 lb.
lb.
V = 32070 - (3930 + 3795 5350 4325 4325 -»-4650) = 7000 a
D = \A 7000)2+ (42500)2 = 43200 lb.
43200
^g ^ 22 - 164 lb. per sq. in. due to diroct stress.
385 + 164 = 549 lb, per sq. in. compression, which is
excessive and shov/s that a deeper section is required.
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Then a section 24 inches deep was tried.
Area of concrGto above lower steel = 12 x 22 = 264
sq. in,
= .00333 = p = p»
264
a = St = .091
X = \/2 X 20( .00335 + ,091 x .00333 -h( 20 )^ ( .00333 -l-.00333)^
- 20(. 00333 .00333)
= .2633
= 12 X 122)^ r._26,- _,^v . 20 x .00533(, 26 - .091)(1 - . 091)12^-^ .woo/ —
-
= 921
Q =
'^Qoi^^ = ^'^O P®^ bendinf' moment.
«7 4C X
= 150 lb. per sq. m, due to direct stress.
12 X 24
340 150 = 490 lb. per sq. in. total compressive stress
in concrete.
f = 5800 ^00333(1 - .091) - ^T^^^^T^) (^^ " .09l)]
= 17.7
S = r; - ^T^~^ = 17700 lb. per sq. in. tension in steel
due to bending moment.
But there is at least 22350 lb. compression in steel
in tension side due to direct stress.
22350
— = 25700 lb. per sq, in. compression in steel in
. oo
tension side with neutral axis as assumed, which shows that neu-

tral axis will not "be as far from tension side as assumed,
,
'^^'^'"^
= 24 lb, per sq. in. shear in concrete.
12 X 24
Therefore a section 24 inches deep was used for next
trial
.
Investig;ation of Section 55 .7 Feet from Skewback .
a = 35.7 b = 11.75
Taking moment of forces to right of seption,
IvK = H , X (11.8 - b) - 1/2 X 2850 xd d ' 2
= 34600 X 0,05 - 5780 = 1730 - 5780 = -2050 lb. ft.d
= 6000 X 35.7 - 75.15x^55.7)^ - 254.5 - 55.7 - 11.75
-t-15500 lb. ft.
- M, = 5000 X 35.7 - 10630 X 11.75 = -18500 lb. ft.
-18300 - 2050 = -20350 lb. ft. = -246500 lb. in.
Section is 16 inches deep on arch on Plate 2 but on
account of having to make section at a = 51, 24 inches deep, a
section at a = 36 of 18 inches depth was assumed, as the deep-
ening of the section at a = 31 will deepen the section at a =
36 about this much.
Area of concrete above steel = 16 x 12 = 192 sq. in.
^ = .00458 = p = p'
= V40 X 1.125 X .00458-^400 x (2 x .00458)^ - 20 x 2 x .00458X
= .31

c
= 12 X (16)2 _ -|pg)4- ^Q X .0Q458(.51 - .125)(l ".Iggjj
= 573
C = TTT = ^f^^^^ = 430 lb. per sq. in. due to bending.Of O OiO
= 28300 lb.
V-j^ = 6000 - 73.15 X 35,7 = 600 - 2610 = 3390 lb.
V = 28300 3390 = 51690 lb.
V = 31690 - (3930 »- 3795 -v 5350 4325 V3425
-V 4650 4- 1/2 x 2850)
= 4800 lb.
h = 34600 254.5 x 35.7 = 43690 lb.
D = \/ (43700)2 t (4800)2 = 44000 lb.
44000
12 X 18
= 204 lb. per sq. in. direct compression.
430
-t 204 = 634 lb. per sq. in. total compression, which
i
is excessive,
I
Next a depth of 19 inches v/as tried,
J
i
C = = 246500 ^ ^^^^ j^^. '628 628 1
44000_
_
-j^gg ^-j^^ pQj, gg^^ direct compression
cessive.
12 X 19
342 193 = 585 lb, per sq. in. total, which is ex-
Next a depth of 22 inches was tried.
C = 814 = ^tll^ = 202 lb. per sq. in.

23
lPx^22 ^^'^
302 + 167 = 469 lb. per sq. in. total compressive
stress in concrete.
So it was decided to use a s-ection 22 inches deep.
Investigation of Section 58j>.5 Feet fxpm Skewback .
a = 30.5 b = 11.8
=
-1/4 X 2850 X 1.25 = - 890.0 lb. ft.
+ = 6000 X 38.5 - 73.15 x(38.5)^ - 254.5 x 38.5 x 11.8
= +6500 lb. ft.
- = 3000 X 38.5 - 10680 x 11.8
= -10500 lb. ft.
M = -10500 - 890 = -11390 lb. ft. = -125000 lb. in.
A section 19 inches deep was next tried,
__M_ 125000 ir^r^ n
"628 =
-^^8— = lb. per sq. m.
h = 34600 -V 10680 = 45280 lb.
V = 1/4 X 2850 = 712 lb.
D = \A(4530o')2 A- (712)2 = 45300 lb.
4530_0
_ _
TO „ in = 198 lb. per sq. m.
199 -\- 198 = 397 lb. per sq. in. total compressive stress
in concrete.
this depth was used
So a section 19 inches deep was used here and/^up to the crown.
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H = 34600 10680 = 45280\h.= Total thrust due to dead and
live loads.
45^^80
= 15 inchee depth required under plate at
12 X 250
crown for direct stress. But 19 inches was used on account of
thickness required near crown,
V = 28300 + 3000 = 31300 lb.
R = V(45300;^+ (31300;" = 55000 lb.
55000
L2 X 250 ~ 18.3 inches depth required at skewback under
hinge plate.

FINiU:, DESIGN.
An arch was next drawn having a thickness of 20 in-
ches at the crown, 30 inches at the quarter points and 23 inches
at the skewbacks. The intrados consists of an arc of a circle
of 78 feet radius drawn to points 25 feet on each side of the
crown and from there to the skewbacks arcs of 62.8 feet radius.
The extrados consists of an arc of 129.0 feet radius drawn to
points 15 feet on each side of the crown and from there to the
skewbacks arcs of 50.7 feet radius, (See Plate 3).
The 7/eights of earth and concrete were determined as
before and different sections investigated.
Investigation of Section 4.5 Feet from Skewback .
a = 4.5 b = 3.05
= 31280 X 4.5 - 39800 x 3.05 - 4510 x 3,05 - 1/2 x 3930 x .7
= + 4000 lb. ft.
4- = 6000 X 4.5 - 73.15 x (4.5)^ - 254.5 x 4.5 x 3.05
= 4- 22000 lb. ft.
M = 22000 + 4-000 = 26000 lb. ft, = 312000 lb. in.
The section here is 26 inches deep so the area of the concrete
above steel in tension = 24 x 12 = 288 sq. in.
.003055
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24:
X = V40( .0031+ .0031 X .0834)+ 400 x (2 x .0031)'^ - 20 x 2 x.0031
= .261
.261^
_
.261 )_^ 20 X .0051 x u261 - .0 85 ) (1-.085
)
JL= 12 X (24)^
C 3 .261
= 1091
512000
C = }!\ ~ ^ = 286 lb. per sq. in, compression in ex-
l'(59r 1091
treme fiber of concrete due to bending moment.
h = + H, = 39800 + 254.5 x 4.5 = 40900d -L
V = 51280 + 6000 - 73.15 x 4.5 - 4510 - 1/2 x 3930 = 30480 lb.
D = \/ (40900;'' + (30500)''^ = 51200 lb. direct compression.
"
l2 X 26 ~ "^^"^ '''^* P®''^ compression due to direct
stress,
maximum
286 + 164 = 450 lb, per sq, in. y^compression in concrete
at this section.
Investi gjation pf Section 20,.,5 Feet from Skgwbac^ i.
a = 20.5 b = 9.7
M, = 31280 X 20.5 - 39800 x 9.1 - (4510 x 19.05 + 3930 x 16 +
a
5570 X 12.15 + 4500 x 7.2 + 3620 x 2.2)
=
- 900 lb. ft.
+ = +4O«00 lb, ft, (see pa^e «- )
- = 3000 X 20.5 - 10680 x 9.7 = 61500 - 103500 = 42000
Ib.ft.
But the arch has the same depth at a point 13.3 feet from the

hinge and at this point the negative moment is a maximum so the
bending moments there were next computed before further invest-
igating section for a = 20.5.
Investigation of Section 18.5 Fe_et from Skewbaqk,
a = 18.3 = 9.1
= 31280 X 18.3 - 39800 x 9.1 - (4510 x 16. 85 -f- 3930 x 13.8 +
5570 X 9.95 + 4500 x 5.04 + 1/2 x 3620 x 1.1)
= + 1000 lb. ft.
+ L1^ = 6000 X 18.3 - 73.15 x (18.3;^ - 254.5 x 18.3 x 9.1
= + 42900 lb. ft.
- = 3000 X 18.3 - 10680 x 9.1 = -42100 lb. ft.
42900 + 1000 = 43900 lb. ft. maximum moment.
The maximum moment therefore occurs at a point 18,3 feet from
the skewback and is 527000 lb, in.
The section here is 30 inches deep.
^ ~
159
5
" ~
"
^159q" ' ~ ^'^^ compression in con-
crete.
V = 31280 + 6000 - 73.15 x 18,3 - 4510 - 3930 - 5570 - 4500 -
1/2 X 3620
= 15600
h = 39800 + 4660 = 44460
= 527000 lb, in.
D 47200 lb.
478
= 131 lb, per sq, in, direct compression.
12 X 30
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379 + 131 = 510 lb. per sq. in, maximum compression
in concrete.
Inve s t iKa
t
ion of Section 51 Feet from Skewbac^*
a = 31 b = 11.35
= 31 X 31280 - 11.35 x 39600 - 4510 x 29.55 - 3930 x 26.5 -
5570 X 22.65 - 4500 X 17.7 - 3620 X 12.7 - 5520 x 5.5
= + 1200 lb. ft.
+ = 6000 X 31 - 73.15 x (31)^ - 254.5 x 31 x 11.35
= + 26000 lb. ft.
-
y[j_ = 3000 X 31 - 10680 x 11.35 = -28200 lb. ft.
M = -28200 lb, ft. = -338000 lb, in. r.aximum moment.
Section 24 inches deep.
C = — - _53800_ _ _ ^Qry 3q compression due to
921 921 f ^ ^
bending moment,
h = 39800 + 10680 = 50480 lb,
V = 31280 + 3000 - 37450 = 6830 lb,
D = /(50480)^ 4- (6830^2 = 51000 lb, direct compression
51000
_ 2_Q4 lb, pep rjq, in. direct compression
567
-h 164 = 551 lb, per sq, in, total compression in
concrete, which shows a total compressive stress in the concrete
about 6 percent in excess of that permitted.
S = ~
-^r~>^
-
n,
= ^^y^^^ • = 19100 lb. per sq. in. tension in
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steel using the assumption x = 0.26,
But at loast ^"^000 25500 lb, tends to compress steel in
25500
tension or —" qq
— = 29000 lb. per sq, in, tending to compress
the steel in tension, using this assumption. This shows that
the neutral axis will not be so far from the tension side as as-
sumed and therefore the compression in the concrete vyHI not be
so great as indicated above, so the 6 percent excess may be neg-
lected.
Investigation of Section 35^7 Feet frpm Skewback .
a = 35.7 b = 11.7
Taking moments of forces to right of section,
= 39800 X 0.1 - 1/2 x 3830 x-^^ = - 1090 lb, ft.
- = 3000 x 35.7 - 10680 x 11.7 = -17900 lb. ft.
-hM^ = 6000 X 35.7 - 73.15 x (35,7)^ - 254,5 x 35,7 X 11,7
= -15800 lb. ft.
M = - 17900 - 1090 = -18990 lb. ft. = 228000 lb. in.
The section here is 22 inches deep.
T" 299,000
C =
—03^4 = 014 - 280 lb. per sq. m, compression m con-
crete due to bending moment
,
h = 39800 + 10680 = 50480 lb.
V = (v for section for a = 31) - 1/2 x 3830 = 6830 - 1915
= 49t5 lb,
D = /(4915)^+ ^50480) 2 = 50750 direct compression.
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50750
12 x" 22 ~ "'^^^ ^^^^^^ compression,
280 + 192 = 472 lb. per sq. in, total compression in con-
crete,
H = 50480 lb.
V = 31280 + 3000 = 34280 lb.
R = 50480)^ + ^ 34280)^ = 61100 lb.
12*^x^20 ~
'^'^^ "^^^ plate at crown,
1 o^'^^o'?— ~ 220 lb, per sq. in. under plate at skewback.
This design was therefore accepted. To take the vertical and
inclined tensile stresses it was decided to use 3/8" roujid bars
connecting each of the longitudional bars with the one vertically
above it. These rods to be bent with a hook on each end and to
be spaced 4 feet apart,
SPANDREL WALLS
.
If the ?/-alls were to be made of plain concrete or
masonry the common rule is to make the thickness of any section
at least 0,4 the depth of the section. Then for a v;all 11 feet
deep the thickness should be 4,4 feet at the bottom and about 2
feet at the top. The weight of a section of this wall a foot
wide would be 1/2(4.4
-f- 2) x 11 x 150 = 5280 lb, and the re-
sisting moment about the toe of the base = 5280 x 2.2 =
11600 lb, ft.
Prom Sabine's "Cement and Concrete", p, 402, rein-
forced concrete beam a foot wide to have this resisting moment
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should be about 14 inches deep and have a reinforcement of about
1,8 sq, in, steel. So it was decided to make the wall 14 inches
thick at the point where it is 11 feet deep^ and 8 inches thick
at the top^ with 1 1/8 inch round bars placed on the inside and
spaced G inches apart. On account of the half-rounds to be
placed in the form for ornamentation and thus reducing the thick-
ness at that point the total thickness at the bottom of the side
walls was made 15 inches.
HINGES.
It was decided to use cast iron hinges as they could
be made in any foundry while steel hinges could not. The maximum
crown thrust is 39800 + 10680 = 50480 lb, per lineal foot of
arch or 4-200 lb. per lineal inch.
If this stress were to be on a roller between flat
2S^jj'^lates the required diameter is determined by w = 2/3d|^—
^
in which w = load per unit of length, d = diameter of roller,
S = the allowable i-init stress, E = modulus of elasticity, (See
Merriman's "Mechanics of Materials", p. 239),
Let S = 6000 lb. per sq. in.
E = 15000000
then 4200 = 2/3d \/.L-^_i6000i£ = 2/3 d V28800 = 2/3dXl70.
V 15000000
4200 X 3
.
^ =
"-
120 X 2 • = '^^^
But suppose a roller of 20 inch radius on a flat
plate, and it is required to reduce the radius to 10 inches and

curve the flat surface to keep the relation the same.
Suppose a length of plate of 10 inches
be considered and lines be drawn from
the extremities of this length perpen-
dicular to the plate. Suppose also a
length of 10 inches measured along the
circumference of the roller be taken
and lines draTO from the ends to the
center. The angle a = $ W\ ' =
28,6°, Not/ bend the plate and increase the curvature of the
roller together so that the roller has a radius of 10 inches.
Then a' the new angle at the center will equal -^^^—^—i^ or 58°,2T X 10
a' - a = 58-29 = 29° = the increase in the angle between
the lines drawn to the plate, that is these lines then make an
angle of 29° with each other, or an arc of 29° is 10 inches long.
Circumference = -^^2__^_i2„ r= 124 = 2'r R
R =
124
29
= 19,7 inches or say 19 inches, the radius of the
27r
concave face.
But for greater bearing area this was made 15 inches.
The thrust at the skev/backs is, R = 61100 lb, per lineal foot =
5100 lb, per lineal inch,
5100 = 2/3 d X 170
^ = - ^Y^rs ^ \ - 45, inches diameter of roller on170 X 2
flat plate.
Reduce radius to 15 inches.
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2 7r X 15
38°
- 13° = 25"
2o
360 X 10
^ ~ 25 X 2 IT ~ 23,3 inches, the radius of the
concave face.
See Plate 4 for details of the hinges which follow
somewhat the design for the hinges for the Gruenwald bridge at
Munich, Germany, and which are described in the Engineering New^s
of Feb. 23, 1905.
The bolts are 1/2 inch in diameter and are to remain
in place until just before the centering is struck. Then those
are to be sawed in two and a piece 2 inches long sawed out in
such a place as will not interfere with the felt to bo placed in
later.
After the centers are struck the hinges are to be
covered with cement mortar except that a strip of asphalted felt
2 inches thick is to be placed as shOAvn in Plate 5, The hinges
are to be cast in three foot lengths and each length will have
four bolts to hold the pairs together while erecting. V/hen er-
ected a space of 1/2 inch is to be left between the adjoining
pairs
.
DRAINAGE
.
The drainage system is to consist of a row of tile
4 inches inside diameter down the center line of the arch and a
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row of the same tilo acrosG the arch at the ekewback, all to he
connected with a 3 inch opening through the arch in the middle,
(See Plate 4),
H.INGE PLATES.
The crown hinge and the opening at the piers are each
to be covered by a two-inch steel plate beveled to an angle of
45 degrees as shown in Plate 4, The bevel is to prevent any pos-
sible jamming of dirt or stones between the plate and the sides
of the channel in which it rests.
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B^IRST ARCH . TABLE I..
PRELIMINARY DESIG^N.
WEIGHT X WX
SECTION JiclF bll ft. lb,- ft.
1 36.0 109500
2 5000 2400 5400 26.0 140500
O 1900 1500 5400 xo « o D <Cj i7 VJVJ
4 2700 1750 4450 15.5 59700
5 5700 1950 5650 8.5 48000
6 2800 1550 4150 4.5 18700
7 5200
1
1550 4550
50630
1.5 6800
446100
_
446100
_
d 11.8
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SECOND ARCK. TABLE II.
PRELIMINARY DESIGN.
WEIGHT X
SECTION EARTH CONCRETE TOTAL (V/) ft. lb.- ft..
1 1100 1750 2850 35.7 101800
2 1800 2850 4650 25,5 118500
3 1400 2025 3425 18.30 62600
4 2150 2175 4325 13.30 57500
,
5 3250 2100 5350 8.35 44700
6 2670 1125 3795 4.50 17100
7 3030 900 3930
28325
1.45 5700
407900
. _
107900
= 34600
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THIRD ARCH. TABLE III.
PINAL DESIGN.
SECTION
WEICtHT X
ft.
,
.
WX
Ih.-ft.,.- .EARTH CONCRETE TOTAL (W)
1 1050 2780 3830 35.7 137000
2 1800 3520 5320 25.5 155800
5 1600 2020 3620 18.3 66200
4 2400 2100 4500 13.3 59800
5 3550 2020 5570 8.35 46500
6 2760 1170 3930 4.50 17700
7 3390 1120 4510 1.45 6500
16550 14730 31280 469500
= 469500
<i 11.8
= 39800.
I
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